Endogenous retroviral LTR DNA sequences as markers for individual human chromosomes.
The human genome carries multiple copies of sequences related to endogenous retroviral genomes that include long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences. We used the LTR of one such viral genome, called HERV-A, as a probe in Southern analysis to examine the distribution profiles of the hybridizing DNA in the genomes of twelve human x rodent hybrid cell lines carrying one or a few human chromosomes, and in the DNA samples prepared from six sorted, individual chromosomes. The HERV-A sequence was found to be widely distributed among different chromosomes and the Southern patterns for chromosomes 5, the X, and the Y, each obtained in duplicate from independently prepared cell lines or sorted chromosomes, were matched. Chromosome-specific Southern profiles can be used to monitor chromosomes in hybrid cells or to characterize chromosome aberrations, such as deletions.